





























































































































































































































































































































q; :瞬間蒸発量 (ぽ1m'sec) 
t:経過時間 (sec) 


















































































設定条件 風速:1 (m/ sec) 


































風速:1 (m/ sec) 





































LPガス 10(m' / sec) 
塩素ガス50(Kg) /10 (min) 















































風速:1 (m/ sec) 
流出ガス:LPガス
ガス流出量1150(ton / sec) 








































風速:1 (m/ sec) 
流出ガス:塩素ガス
























































風速1: (m/ sec) 
流出ガス:LP ガス
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Seismic Damage (地震時損傷 DangerousObject (危険物)
High -Pressure Gas (高圧ガス Sakagami'sEquation (坂上の式)
Diffusion (拡散 NumericalSimulation (数値シュミレーション)
Continuous Point Source (連続点源)
Instantaneous Plane Source (瞬間面源)
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As if to remind us that we live on a geologically unstable archipelago， several large earthquakes 
occurred in 1993， each causing great damage. Those were the Kushiro-oki Earthquake of January 
15 (M7.8) ; the Noto Hanto-oki Earthquake of February 7 (M6.6) ; and the Hokkaido Nansei -oki 
Erthquake of July 12 (M7.8). These earthquakes occurred in areas far from large cities and large 
industrial areas. There fore， ext巴nsivedamage due to leakages of dangerous substances fortunately 
did not occur. (A small asphalt spi1 and a small amount of fish oil leaked out were r巴portedat 
the time of the Kushiro -oki Erthquake.) 
When the Hokkaido Nansei-oki Erthquake occurred， an outdoor fuel tank for fishing boats in 
Okushiri Town， Okushiri Island， was damaged and some of the leaked b巴yondthe spi1 barrier and 
into the bay. Another case of outdoor fuel tank damage occurred in the Kuon District of Taisei Town 
in the main island of Hokkaido， but no leakage has been reported. As of October 1993 there have 
been no other reports on any similar damage. 
In industrial areas as well as in any areas where people live there are many harmful substances 
contained in tanks and pipes. There are well controlled in ordinary times， but may leak out when 
the tanks and pipes are damaged by an earthquake and may pol1ute wide areas. In cases of air 
pollution， the scale of diffusion into the atmosphere depends on wind speed and air stability. It is 
first important to get data on a leakage areas effected by the earthquake. We have conducted a 
diffusion simulation test involving LP gas， chlorine and ammonia. In our analysis we applied 
Sakagami's equation， which is often used in simulations of this kind. 
